What is an ultrasound technique to reduce fat?
Ultrasound is a very high frequency massage that can penetrate up to 5
inches below the skin surface. This frequency is beyond the sound frequency
audible to the human or animal ear, and powerful enough to cause biological
changes to the cells in the body. Different ultrasound frequencies affect the
body cells (including fat cells) in different ways.
How it operates?
Harnessing the precision in ultrasound technology, leaving surrounding
tissues untouched, ultrasound therapy for spot fat reduction and weight loss
targets the fat layer of the skin forcing fat cells to release triglycerides which
are then processed by the body's natural fat burning process.
The empty fat cells shrink and are expelled as body tissue waste. The results
are less fat in the treatment area with visible inch loss and reduction in body
circumference.
What level of frequency is generally used?
While a lower frequency means deeper penetration, a frequency that is too
low results in waves that are too wide to have any biological effect on body
molecules. The ultrasound waves need to be large enough to affect the
tissues and provide the desired effect.
Common treatment areas or popular areas for the treatment?
Common treatment areas are arm dewlaps, waist, stomach, hips and thighs.
What other types of ultrasound therapy is available in the market?
In west, it is mainly done by ultrasound machines. Any one can purchase a
portable ultrasound machine at mostly an affordable price. Not sure about
their efficiency for the end-result.
What is the main difference between market available products and my
therapy?
The main differences are:
I don’t use any machinery and electricity;
I use positive energy from solar;
I am able to perform it anywhere anytime;
Treatment session is not long and end result in a very short time is very
powerful.
There is no need to change your life or reschedule appointments to
enjoy the benefits of ultrasound, Inch Lose therapy. Unlike other inch
loss therapies that involve large commitments in time and money.
Main benefit of my therapy is people who watch in person, television or
a video clip will experience inch loss.

Benefits of the ultrasound therapy?
Ultrasound is the only proven effective non-invasive spot fat reduction therapy
for a smaller body circumference, long term inch loss and a more defined
body contour.
It is a very precise technology that has been used to produce images of the
internal body and more. Ultrasound is non-invasive and painless.
There is no scaring from use of ultrasound and no recovery/down time after
treatment.
Fat reduction and removable has never been as easy, convenient and
affordable as it is the ultrasound therapy.
Offering unbeatable advantages including savings of thousands of
rupees/pounds/dollars on clinical treatments.
What market products from the west claims about benefits of using
ultrasound therapy equipment?
Ultrasound or ultrasonic therapy for inch loss, weight loss, spot fat reduction,
body contouring, cavitation and slimming is non-invasive, painless, discrete,
scar-less, no recovery time and most importantly, highly effective.
Ultrasound weight loss therapy is for an individual who wants to remove belly
fats and stretch marks and would like to increase his metabolism.
It is for individuals who appreciate beauty in life, are wise money managers
and seize a good investment with no hesitation.
Article from Internet about my therapy
In an innovation, which can be a revolutionary development in the field of
reducing fat, Jigar shah of Ahmedabad has developed an ultrasound
technique which can reduce the body fat up to one inch in just five minutes.
Jigar shah demonstrated this technique in front of media, and the results were
amazing, participants lost fat from different body parts.
Nipa, participant said, “I am feeling very happy because I have never lost so
much fat in a single day.”
Rupa Patel, participant said, “I have attended this session for the fist time and
I am feeling very happy, I have never lost so much fat in a single day, I want
to continue it.”
Ultrasound technique is being used in medical science to treat many
diseases, but this is for the first time that Jigar Shah has used this technique

of fat reduction with this technique.
Jigar Shah, Inventor, Ultra Sound therapy: “When sounds frequency goes
above 20,000 khz it is called as ultra sound, it is very effective, it helps in
reducing body fat.”
Even experts are amazed at this unique innovation, and believe that
Ultrasound technique has no negative affect on the body.
Gaurang, Ultrasound expert: “I think ultrasound has no negative effect on
human body, and it is amazing that ultrasound can reduce the body fat.”

